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Introduction
Where Do We Come From?
Who are We?
Where are We Going?
Paul Gauguin
1897

• Here we take a biographical approach to
confronting the question of the ages.
– Don’t we all want to know what makes the world go
around?

• Six years apart in age, but we were both Sputnik
babies.
– Well, we were born on two sides of the tracks, and we
are now on two sides of the ‘green door’.
• Trust us, it’s all part of the plan.
(Cont.)

Introduction (cont.)

•

Jack was contacted in1952
– It was a computer onboard a space ship from the future. The voice was
metallic.

•

Danny had to wait 25 years.
– Sophia was warm and fuzzy.
• It was worth the wait.

•

This is the story of the lab raised chimps
– One chimp has a cold wired surrogate mother
– The other has a warm and fuzzy surrogate mother
– Guess which one is more exploratory?
• It’s Danny Boy who ventures off the deep end of space-time.
• Jack stays closer to the physics establishment

(cont.)

Introduction (cont.)
• Anthropic Cosmological Principle
– This is a major part of Jack’s first book.
– Danny is deep into this concept when he encounters Sophia in
1977.
– This encounter has a decidedly theistic flavor.
• Prior to this Danny was a self-styled transcendental pantheist.

• Next comes the exopolitics…
– Here again Jack has all the seniority.
• Child prodigy – contactee
• Could Uncle Sam ignore such a one?

– But Danny is not going to be left out
• He had another experience in 1991
– Shouldn’t he call 911?

• Thus do we encounter the ‘weird desk’.
• A couple of years later Dan is introduced to Jack by a ufologist
• Dan introduces Jack to Ron

• And so we come to MJ12 and the Aviary.

Space-Time & Beyond
Jack instigates it all.
Danny takes it all in.

Published 1975

• Jack sticks his neck out, metaphysically
– This is the early Jack, in his hippie mode.
– Jack sobers up
• He returns to work within the system, pushing the envelope of
physics

• Danny Boy, having once given up on physics, also
returns to push the boundaries.
– Finding them unyielding, he strikes out on his own into the
strange world of metaphysics.

• Where will they meet again?
– On opposite sides of the ‘green door’ in Area 51!
• This is the gateway to the stars and beyond
• Will they be able to open the door?

Exopolitics
•

The story of phenomenology
– Uncle Sam keeps his eyes on the skies
• Not only do you track the phenomena, but also the people associated with the
phenomena
– Jack & Dan?

• Jurisdictional issues

•

Aviary & the phenomenology network
– Two intertwining concerns
• Physical & metaphysical
– The radar doesn’t always work
– Remote viewers get into the act: ~1980
» Military vs. scientific

– Going public
•
•
•
•

Desert games
‘MJ-12’ documents
TV disclosure
‘Pelican’ & the ‘weird desk’
– ‘high strangeness’
– Non-linear phenomena

•

MJ-12 & the Visitors
– And the verdict is:
• Biggest hoax?
• Strategic cover?
• Global psy-op?

– Visitation: How? vs. Why?
• It’s about the hardware, stupid.
• It’s about the software, stupid.

